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ABSTRACT

We propose that the bulk of X-rays observed in pulsars results from the synchrotron radiation of e5 pairs
created in strong pulsar magnetic field near the neutron star surface by curvature photons emitted by charged
particles on their way from the outer gap to the neutron star surface. The characteristic energy of these curvature
photons is completely determined by the size of the outer gap, which is self-consistently limited by thermal X-
rays from the neutron star surface heated by the backflow electrons/positrons from the outer gap. It is this
limitation of the outer gap size (potential drop) that constrains the luminosity LX of the synchrotron X-rays emitted
by a pulsar to about 0.1% of its spin-down power Lsd.

Subject headings: pulsars: general — radiation mechanisms: nonthermal — radiation mechanisms: thermal —
X-rays: stars

1. INTRODUCTION

The X-ray emission from 27 rotation powered pulsars have
been detected so far by ROSAT and ASCA. The observed emis-
sion properties in the soft X-ray band have been recently re-
viewed by Becker & Trümper (1997). The most remarkable
effect reported in this review is an apparently linear relationship
between the X-ray luminosity LX for all rotation-powered pul-
sars detected by ROSAT and the spin-down luminosity Lsd. A
very narrow distribution of LX around 1023Lsd extends over 8
orders of magnitude. Seward & Wang (1988) were the first to
point out a possibility of such correlation for the Einstein data
and Ögelman (1995) has advocated for a strong effect using a
smaller sample of the ROSAT data.

There are many possible mechanisms to explain the X-ray
emission from pulsars, including the internal frictional dissi-
pation between the stellar crust and the crustal superfluid (Alpar
et al. 1984; Shibazaki & Lamb 1988; Cheng et al. 1992), polar
gap heating (Arons 1981; Harding, Ozernoy, & Usov 1993),
outer gap heating (Cheng 1987; Halpern & Ruderman 1993),
accretion from interstellar medium (Paczyński 1990), accretion
of the white dwarf companion onto the neutron star (Edelstein,
Foster, & Bowyer 1995), pulsar wind nebular emission (Arons
& Tavani 1993), monopole-catalyzed nucleon decay inside the
neutron stars (Freese, Turner, & Schramm 1983), etc. However,
Becker & Trümper (1997) argued that the surprisingly narrow
correlation between LX and Lsd, holding for both canonical and
millisecond pulsars, strongly suggests that the bulk of the ob-
served X-rays is emitted at the expense of rotational energy of
a neutron star, and therefore, it has to be of a nonthermal
magnetospheric origin. In fact, there is no reason why any kind
of thermal emission should reflect almost exactly 0.1% of the
rotational energy available. In this Letter we propose a model
that explains the linear relationship by means of23L ≈ 10 LX sd

magnetospheric synchrotron radiation of secondary e5 pairs
produced by high-energy curvature photons in the strong pulsar
magnetic field near the neutron star surface.
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2. THE MODEL

High-energy g-ray emission can be explained in terms of
either polar cap models (see, e.g., Harding 1981; Dermer &
Sturner 1994; Rudak & Dyks 1998) or outer gap models (see,
e.g., Cheng, Ho, & Ruderman 1986a, 1986b; Ho 1989; Cheng
& Ding 1994; Cheng & Wei 1995; Romani 1996). In this Letter,
we use a newly developed outer gap model proposed by Zhang
& Cheng (1997). In their model the characteristic photon en-
ergy is completely determined by the size of the outer gap (f)
and is given by eV, where P issc 8 3/2 3/4 27/4E ( f ) ≈ 2 # 10 f B Pg 12

the pulsar period in units of seconds, B12 is the dipolar magnetic
field in units of 1012 G, and the radius of the neutron star (R)
is assumed to be 106 cm. Half of the primary e5 pairs in the
outer gap will move toward the star and loss their energy via
the curvature radiation. The return particle flux can be ap-
proximated by , where is the Goldreich-Julian1˙ ˙ ˙N ≈ fN N5e GJ GJ2

particle flux (Goldreich & Julian 1969). Although most of the
energy of the primary particles will loss on the way to the star
via curvature radiation, about 10.6 ergs per particle will1/3P
still remain and finally deposit on the stellar surface. This en-
ergy will be emitted in terms of X-rays from the stellar surface
(Halpern & Ruderman 1993). The characteristic energy of X-
rays is given by eV. The keVh 3 21/6 1/4E ≈ 3kT ≈ 1.2 # 10 P BX 12

X-rays from a hot polar cap will be reflected back to the stellar
surface due to the cyclotron resonance scattering if there is
large density of magnetic produced e5 pairs near the neutron
star surface (Halpern & Ruderman 1993), and eventually reemit
softer thermal X-rays with characteristic energy sE ≈X

.1/4 21/4 h0.1f P EX

Despite the X-ray photon density is very low, every pair
produced by X-ray and curvature photons collision can emit
105 photons in the gap. Such huge multiplicity can produce
sufficient number of e5 pairs to sustain the gap as long as the
center of mass energy of X-ray and curvature photon is higher
than the threshold energy of the electron/positron pair produc-
tion, i.e., . From the condition for the pho-sc 2 2E E ( f ) ≥ (m c )X g e

ton-photon pair production, the size of the outer gap limited
by the soft thermal X-rays from the neutron star surface can
be determined as

26/21 24/7f 5 5.5P B . (1)s 12

It should be emphasized that . If , it means that theref ≤ 1 f 1 1s s

is not sufficient e5 pairs near the neutron star surface and then
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the keV X-rays from a hot polar cap will escape from the star.
In this case, the size of the outer gap is limited by the hard X-
rays and is given by

23/18 22/3f ≈ 1.6P B . (2)h 12

Obviously, if both and are greater than 1, then a self-f fs h

sustained outer gap does not exist. Any fluctuation of the gap
can be stabilized by the process described above. In fact, the
increase of gap size will increase the X-ray flux and the over-
produced pairs can reduce the gap size. Similarly, the decrease
of the gap size will produce insufficient pairs and results in
the increase of the gap size (see also Cheng 1994). The primary
electrons/positrons leaving the outer gap emit curvature pho-
tons with typical energy

3E 5 (3/2)(c/s)"g(x) , (3)g

where , s is the local radius of curvature,x 5 s/R R 5L L

is the light cylinder radius, andcp/2p g(x) ≈ 2 #
(eq. [49] of Zhang & Cheng 1997). The7 1/2 1/4 21/4 23/410 f B P x12

value of x evaluated at the position (xmin), where the primary
electrons/positrons just leave the outer gap, depends sensitively
on the inclination angle x. Zhang & Cheng (1997) have esti-
mated that xmin could be as small as 0.3. This value of xmin

yields GeV for Geminga, which is consistent withE ∼ 25.6g

the estimation by Halpern & Ruderman (1993). We want to
emphasize that the curvature photon energy emitted by the
backflow electron/positrons is higher than that of the average
curvature photon energy because the radius of curvature at the
inner boundary of the outer gap can be smaller than that of
the average value by a factor of 3. These photons will be
converted into the secondary e5 pairs by the neutron star mag-
netic field if the pair production condition in strong magnetic
field is satisfied (Erber 1966; Ruderman & Sutherland 1975),
i.e.,

E B(r ) 1g s ≈ , (4)22m c B 15e g

where is local magnetic field at position of andB(r ) r B 5s s g

G. From this condition and assuming2 3 13m c /e" 5 4.4 # 10e

that the local field is a dipole field, then the distance to the star
of the first generation of e5 pairs can be given by

1/3r 15E Bs g s5 , (5)( )2R 2mc Bg

where Bs is the surface magnetic field. These secondary e5

pairs will lose their energy via synchrotron radiation with the
following typical energy

3 E eB(r ) Eg s g2E 5 ( ) " 5 , (6)syn 22 2m c m c 20e e

where we have used equation (4) to simplify equation (6). For
the parameters of Geminga, i.e., s, , andP 5 0.237 B 5 1.612

, equation (3) gives the energy of the curvature pho-x 5 0.3min

tons GeV, equation (5) gives the position of the firstE 5 25.6g

generation of e5 pairs , and equation (6) gives ther /R 5 24.0s

energy of first generation of synchrotron radiation E ∼syn

GeV. Since these synchrotron photons are emitted toward1.28
the star, they will encounter stronger magnetic field and convert

into e5 pairs, which again radiate their energy via synchrotron
radiation. We can derive a general formula for the typical en-
ergy of each generation of e5 pairs. From equation (4), we get

3B rg i
g 5 , (7)i 3B R 15s

where gi and ri are the characteristic Lorentz factor and the
radial position of the ith generation e5 pairs when they are just
created. Then the typical energy of the ith generation syn-
chrotron photons is given by . These3 2(E ) 5 g "eB(r )/mcsyn i i i2

photons will become pairs at with the typical Lorentz factorri11

23 3 23 " eB r B rs i g i
g 5 , (8)i11 ( ) ( )2 32 2m c m c R 15B Re e s

and satisfying equation (4) yields

3B rg i11
g 5 . (9)i11 315B Rs

We can easily show that

1/3r 1i11 5 (10)( )r 20i

and

3g ri11 i115 . (11)( )g ri i

Therefore, each new generation of e5 pairs will reduce their
energy by a factor of ∼0.05 and comes closer to the star by a
factor of ∼0.37. In case of Geminga, the pairs start with energy
∼1.28 GeV. It takes about two generations to reduce their en-
ergy 1.28 GeV # (0.05)2 MeV ∼ 3.2 MeV, and the pair pro-
duction processes stop at . The syn-2/3r /R ∼ (r /R)(1/20) ∼ 3.3f s

chrotron spectral index starts with 21.5 and evolves to become
21.9. We argue that an electromagnetic cascade will take place
until the energy of synchrotron photons is ∼1 MeV and the
spectral index ∼22. The total number of secondary e5 pairs
created in the electromagnetic cascade is given by Zhang &
Cheng (1997) s21, where(2) (1) 2 2˙ ˙N 5 (N gmc /MeV)(r /fr )s i

and s21 is the Goldreich-(1) 30 22˙ ˙ ˙N ≈ fN N 5 2.7 # 10 B PGJ GJ 12

Julian particle flux, is the distance to the inner2r ∼ 4R /9 tan xi L

boundary of the outer gap. Furthermore, the synchrotron spec-
trum is given by

22dN(E ) E eB(r )X X f5 A , " ≤ E ≤ 1 MeV, (12)X( )dE MeV m cX e

where rf is the position where the electromagnetic cascade stops
and

(2)Ṅ 5eA ≈ . (13)
[ ]ln 1 MeV/" eB(r )/m c MeV{ }f e

For Geminga, and 489 eV. Since mostr ≈ 3.3R " [eB(r )/m c] ∼f f e

of the energy of secondary e5 is radiated away in form of
synchrotron X-rays, we have the X-ray luminosity L ≈X

. The pulsar spin-down luminosity is(2)˙MeV 7N L 5 3.8 #sd
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Fig. 1.—Plot of the X-ray pulsar luminosity vs. the spin-down luminosity
for 25 pulsars. The data points are represented by open symbols (after Becker
& Trümper), while theoretical values are represented by filled symbols. Pulsars
with detected X-ray emission are marked by circles, millisecond pulsars are
marked by diamonds and canonical pulsars with no g-rays detected are marked
by squares.

TABLE 1
Comparison of Observed Luminosities with Those

of X-Rays from Pulsars

Pulsar
P

(ms)
log B
(G)

d
(kpc) fs fh

log Lobs
X

(ergs s21)
log Lth

X

(ergs s21)

B0531121 . . . . . . 33.40 12.58 2.00 0.04 0.01 35.98 35.84
B0833245 . . . . . . 89.29 12.53 0.50 0.14 0.04 32.70 33.72
B0633117 . . . . . . 237.09 12.21 0.16 0.70 0.20 31.22 30.97
B1706244 . . . . . . 102.45 12.49 1.82 0.17 0.05 33.15 33.31
B1509258 . . . . . . 150.23 13.19 4.40 0.11 0.03 34.29 34.00
B1951132 . . . . . . 39.53 11.69 2.50 0.15 0.04 33.44 33.59
B1259263 . . . . . . 47.76 11.51 2.00 0.24 0.07 32.95 32.81
B1823213 . . . . . . 101.45 12.45 4.12 0.18 0.05 33.39 33.25
B1800221 . . . . . . 133.61 12.63 3.94 0.20 0.06 33.06 33.06
B1929110 . . . . . . 226.51 11.71 0.17 1.28 0.37 30.00 29.74a

J0437247 . . . . . . . 5.75 8.54 0.18 0.88 0.25 30.98 30.76
B1821224 . . . . . . 3.05 9.35 5.50 0.14 0.04 33.24 33.76
B0656114 . . . . . . 384.87 12.67 0.76 0.70 0.20 33.00 30.94
B0540269 . . . . . . 50.37 12.70 49.40 0.05 0.02 36.21 35.24
J2124233 . . . . . . . 4.93 8.36 0.25 0.92 0.27 30.35 30.70
B1957120 . . . . . . 1.60 8.14 1.53 0.30 0.09 31.93 32.58
B0950108 . . . . . . 253.06 11.39 0.12 2.24 0.65 29.35 28.84a

J0538128 . . . . . . . 143.15 11.87 1.50 0.59 0.17 32.74 31.29
J1012153 . . . . . . . 5.25 8.45 0.52 0.88 0.26 30.20 30.76
B1055252 . . . . . . 197.10 12.03 1.53 0.71 0.21 33.80 30.96
B0355154 . . . . . . 156.38 11.92 2.07 0.61 0.18 31.96 31.22
B2334161 . . . . . . 495.24 12.99 2.46 0.63 0.18 31.86 31.09
J0218142 . . . . . . . 2.32 8.63 5.70 0.25 0.07 32.75 32.83
B0823126 . . . . . . 530.66 11.99 0.38 2.54 0.74 29.83 28.55a

J0751118 . . . . . . . 3.47 8.23 2.02 0.71 0.21 31.60 31.16
a The values of for PSR B1929110, B0950108, and B0823126 arethLX

estimated by using eqs. (2) and (14).

ergs s21. Thus, writing31 2 24 210 B P r /r 5 (9/4)(r /R ) tan x12 s i s L

and using , we obtain(2)Ṅ

26 4 1/2 5/12 217/12L ≈ 8.8 # 10 tan (x)f B P L . (14)X 12 sd

If we take , which is less than unity for most X-ray pulsars,f 5 fs

then we have

4tan x
24 0.13 20.80L ≈ 5.5 # 10 B P L (15)X 12 21 sd( )Ctan 55

and for the Crab pulsar. In the case of millisecond23L ≈ 10 LX sd

pulsars, for which the light cylinder is much closer to the star
than that in canonical pulsars we have to use (the muchr ≈ Rs

stronger multipole surface magnetic field will allow the copious
pair production there) and

4tan xmsec 23 1/12 27/9L ∼ 10 B P L . (16)X 9 22 sd( )Ctan 55

For s, , and one obtainsCP 5 0.004 B 5 0.0005 x 5 5512

.msecL 5 0.002LX sd

3. APPLICATIONS

The results of calculations corresponding to in equa-Cx 5 55
tions (15) and (16) for 25 pulsars from Table 1 in Becker &
Trümper (1997) are presented in Figure 1. The data points from
Becker & Trümper (1997) (their Fig. 4 and Table 1) are re-
produced by open symbols, and corresponding theoretical val-
ues are represented by filled symbols. Pulsars with detected g-
ray emission are marked by circles, diamonds represent
millisecond pulsars and squares correspond to canonical pulsars
with no g-ray emission detected. In Table 1, the typical par-
ameters and expected values for 25 pulsars are given.

As one can see from Figure 1, both linear relationship and
scatter of LX around 1023Lsd-values are reproduced by our
model well. According to equations (15) and (16), the scatter

is due to a numerical factor depending on P and B, which
should be largest for small P- and B-values. Therefore, from
theoretical point of view, discrepancies between the observed
and the model values of LX result from the actual value of the
inclination angle, which was set to in the model cal-Cx 5 55
culations. The largest discrepancy is less than a factor of 100,
which is PSR 1055252 (in fact, this pulsar is likely a orthog-
onal rotator interpreted by the radio observation; Lyne & Man-
chester 1988). Since LX depends on the fourth power of tangent
of the inclination angle x, this discrepancy can be explained
easily by about 207 deviation of the actual inclination x angle
from 557. On the other hand many theoretical values (filled
symbols) lie close to the observed values (open symbols), mean-
ing that the actual inclination angle in these pulsars.Cx ≈ 55
However, our intrinsic scatter of LX-values around 1023Lsd-val-
ues seems a little bit small, regarding large uncertainties in the
pulsar distance, the absorption column and the moment of in-
ertia. Therefore, the actual distribution of inclination angles is
probably broader, which would automatically imply wider scat-
ter in the X-ray luminosities.

In order to apply our model to the millisecond pulsars, we
had to assume that the surface magnetic field, which extends
to at least one stellar radius cm from the surface, has6R 5 10
a multipolar structure with a much stronger B than one can
conclude from the magnetic braking law. This is important for
at least two reasons. First, a canonical magnetic field of mil-
lisecond pulsars is too weak for the resonant scattering of hard
X-rays to occur (and therefore the size of the outer gap would
be limited by hard thermal X-rays coming directly from the
hot spot near the polar cap). Second, and much more impor-
tantly, such a low canonical magnetic field would not allow a
magnetic pair production cascade even at , which is ther ≈ R
critical mechanism for our X-ray emission model. The exis-
tence of much stronger multipole components of magnetic field
near the polar cap have been suggested by many authors for
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different reasons (Sturrock 1971; Ruderman & Sutherland
1975; Bulik et al 1992; Gil & Krawczyk 1997). Perhaps the
most important reason is a possibility of a cascade pair pro-
duction in strong and curved magnetic field of an inner gap in
radio pulsars. Here we provide an additional evidence of a
multipolar surface magnetic field based on the observed X-ray
emission of the millisecond pulsars.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We developed a model of nonthermal X-ray emission from
rotation-powered neutron stars based on the self-consistent
thick outer gap model (Zhang & Cheng 1997). The observed
X-rays result from the synchrotron radiation of e5 pairs created
in strong pulsar magnetic field by curvature photons emitted
by charged particles backflowing from the outer gap to the
neutron star surface. The characteristic energy of that curvature
photons is completely determined by the size of the outer gap,
which is self-consistently limited by thermal X-rays from the
neutron star surface heated by the backflow electrons/positrons
accelerated in the outer gap (Zhang & Cheng 1997). It is this
limitation of the outer gap size (potential drop) expressed in

equation (1) or equation (2), which constraints the luminosity
LX of the synchrotron X-ray emitted by a pulsar to about 0.1%
of its spin-down power Lsd, as observed. Our model explains
successfully not only a linear relationship extendingL ∝ LX sd

over 8 orders of magnitude, but also a narrow scatter around
1023Lsd-values.

Finally, we want to make two remarks. (1) Whether the
cascade can be developed sensitively depends on the inclination
angle. More detailed comparison between model spectrum and
the observed data is necessary. (2) The electromagnetic cascade
development in the case of millisecond pulsars is not clear
because we have assumed that a much stronger multipole field
exists on the surface of millisecond pulsar. However, the actual
structure of the multipole field is not known. Further investi-
gation on this subject is necessary.
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